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This book which has been rendered in simple, intelligible and clear language concentrates on the legal limits of tax planning and management in Nigeria. One can safely say that hitherto, there had not been a published literature on tax planning or tax arrangement in Nigeria vis-a-vis management. In this book, comparisons have been consistently drawn from the UK tax and also traced the history of Nigerian tax system. By way of appendices, it touched on the scope of tax practice, relationship of accountants with tax counsel, documentation of tax problems, library and reference material, tax research department and review of tax planning opportunity. Without an iota of doubt, this book will meet a long felt need of undergraduates studying company law and accountancy, and also tax practitioners as well as other students of taxation especially those who aspire to the membership of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Nigeria (ICAN) and the Chartered Institute of Taxation of Nigeria.
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